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Abstract- Cryptography is one of the important aspects to provide security or to maintain confidentiality of 

information. Hummingbird cryptography is one which is better one for the security of resource constrained devices. 

Like RFID tag, sensor nodes. Hummingbird can provide the designed security with small block size and is resistant 

to the most common attacks such as linear and differential cryptanalysis in this paper we review the work done on 

hummingbird cryptographic algorithm on different platform like microcontroller, sparton-2 FPGA, sparton-3FPGA etc. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Cryptography is a technique that makes messages not readable by unauthorized persons, by the use of 

encoding method for information (messages). Thus the resultant message is non- readable and helps to hide the 

information. In this way it gives security to maintain confidentiality. Some of the application of cryptography 

include the security of ATM cards, computer passwords and electronic commerce. Cryptography is derived from 

the greek words kryptos(hidden) and graphos(written) respectively. 

Cryptography involves two processes. These are encryption and decryption. Encryption converts the plain text 

to cipher text. Decryption converts cipher text to plain text. Cryptography based on key used are classified as 

private key and public key cryptography. In private key cryptography both encryptor and decryptor uses same 

key,that is shared between them only.example:AES ,DES. In public key (asymmetric key cryptography) the 

encryption key is not hidden i.e it is public, while another key called private key is used for decryption so two 

keys used are different it is also called as asymmetric key cryptography. It is more secure than private key 

cryptography. Examples are RSA and ECC. 

Key is used in the process of convertion of plaintext to ciphertext. Key used is usually larger one and is 

measured in bits. As the length of key increases the security of cryptographic algorithm also increases. 

The motivation that  tends to  study the cryptographic algorithm is the requirement of protecting given 

information.there are 3 important aspects of security that requires to be consider are confidentiality, integrity & 

availability. 

 

A. Confidentiality: 

This property deals about let the information private from unauthorized one and makes it only accessed by the 

authorized ones. 

 

B. Integrity: 

It ensures that the message sent by sender is received at the receiver end as it was, without any modification 

or error. 
 

C. Availability: 

It ensures that one who have the permission to access information have to get it when needed. 

In today’s modern life, there is evermore care is needed to protect our information. So it is necessary to 

study the cryptographic algorithm. The various cryptographic methods like AES, DES have been failed to meet 

the requirements of low level devices especially in control system, this leads to the innovation of ultra-

lightweight cryptography, and hummingbird cryptography is one of such method. 

Lightweight cryptography is new research area. These algorithms tries to have lower area, lower power, low 

cost and less processing time. Hummingbird cryptography can be considered as a FSM because of combination 

of block cipher and stream cipher. It includes continuous updating of internal state register. Thus easy to 

understand and leads to better security for control system application. 

 

2. THEORY OF LIGHTWEIGHT CRYPTOGRAPHY 

Design new ciphers with the goal of having low hardware implementation costs. 

Lightweight Cryptography is a modern scientific sub-division and it is positioned at the site of intersection of 
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electrical engineering, cryptography and computer science. It concentrate on efficient implementation and new 

design options of cryptographic protocols. Due to cost constraint and strong model for attacks like possible 

physical attacks,   there   is   ever   growing   obligation   for lightweight security solutions. 

 

A. Design strategies for lightweight cryptography 

The lightweight cryptography always cope with the compromise between security, cost and performance. For 

block ciphers the key length itself provides a compromise between security and cost,the number of rounds used 

gives the compromise of security and performance and the hardware architecture results tradeoff between cost 

and performance as shown in figure 1. 

Usually any two out of the three designing goals like security and low cost, security and performance or low 

cost and performance are optimized in an easy way. But it is found that it is very hard to achieve optimization 

of all the three design goals at a given time. For example: the pipelined architecture results a high performance 

and good secured implementation but it requires large area, which takes more cost. In the same way secured and 

low cost hardware implementation is possible with the disadvantage of low performance. Generally there are 

three methodologies for yielding cryptographic primitives for lightweight applications like passive RFID tags. The 

three approaches are mentioned below: 

1) Optimized low-cost implementations for standardized and trusted algorithms. 

2) Slightly modify a well investigated and trusted cipher. 

 
Figure1: Design trade-offs for lightweight cryptography 

 
The main problem that arises due to first approach is due to the fact that most recent block ciphers were 

designed mainly concentrating on software implementation properties without taking care of hardware friendly 

properties. It is good approach for algorithms that run in software on PCs and embedded devices. But if the 

requirement is to achieve low cost security on device where these two assumption fails, it is found that at this 

situation many block cipher failed to give good result of performance. The second approach is to use well 

investigated ciphers. The design of which requires low hardware costs. Example for this type of cipher is data 

encryption standard(DES). It was designed in the year of 1970s and here the targeted platform was hardware. In 

the second approach, DES is slightly modified to get DESL. The drawback of DESL is due to the fact of 

insufficient key length for many of modern application, but here key whitening technique allows the 

enhancement of security level. Thus DESL results shows the optimization potentials. Therefore, further reduction of 

hardware area requirements is achieved through the third approach and it leads to the design of ultra-lightweight 

ciphers like PRESENT, hummingbird. 

 

A. Architecture strategies 

An implementation of less cost smart devices like positive RFID tags or smart cards takes low area and 

low power consumption while considering throughput as a secondary interest. Usually, an RFID reader device 

used to read many devices requires a higher throughput with giving less importance to area and power 

consumption. With active smart devices like contact smart cards there is no strict power constraints but there is a 

timing and sometime energy constraints will occurs. Usually the implementation to meet the design goals of 

interest takes place in one of the three major hardware architecture options: Parallel(loop unrolled), round- wise 

and serial. A parallel block cipher implementation takes only one clock cycle for several round operation of 

encryption /decryption process. Usually these type of implementations are pipelined i.e. register are employed in 

the critical path thus increases the maximum clock frequency. Even though, the parallel implementation gives 

high throughput rates, it is rarely used for RFID application because it demands higher area and power 

requirements. These demands makes the parallel implementation of bloc cipher and stream ciphers are rarely 
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suitable for passive RFID applications. In round-wise implementation, each round function of either block or 

stream cipher takes one clock cycle. It results, decreased area and power consumption with decreased throughput. 

With low power and low area, round-wise implementation is best suited for stream cipher and used as a 

reasonable options for block ciphers. In order to achieve low power consumption and area requirements, serial 

implementation can be used. In this case one clock cycle is required to process a fraction of one round. On the 

AES are achieved by serialization. But it is always not suitable cancelled by the overheads due to additional 

control logic. Even though, from the view of low power and low area, it is best suited for RFID like applications 

with the use of block cipher. The stream ciphers are usually implemented in a bit serial fashion. 

 

B. Hardware properties of cryptographic building blocks 

Rounds and the final internal state itself is considered as the cipher text. Note that regardless of strategy 

used for implementation, the internal cipher states are saved at each round. RAM and ROM are available in the 

case of software environment. But in case of low cost tag it is not possible. Most of the RFID tags usually have 

memory modules, these have minimum storage capacity. Including this, the read and write access with this 

memory module requires very much power. So it is better to store all variables and intermediate values in registers, 

instead of using external memory modules. Registers have flip-flops. To store a single bit flip-flops need a gate 

count ranging from 5:33GE to 12:33GE(gate equivalent). There are variety of flip-flops having complexity 

between these two extremes. By considering tradeoff between efficiency and supporting logic two flip- flops cells 

are obtained. These are called as scan flip- flops, which means they also can be used as multiplexers(MUX), 

which is a good feature to reduce the power consumption.  It is found that storage of internal state requires at 

least 50% of total area and power. So there is need to concentrate on reducing storage required, while 

implementing cryptographic algorithms for low cost application. 

 

C. Combinatorial elements 

The combinational elements includes basic Boolean operations like NOT, NAND, NOR, OR, AND and XOR. 

In addition to these the combinational elements includes some basic logic functions like multiplexers(MUX). In 

this case the gate count differs based on the standard cell library used. Note that hardware XOR and MUX are 

more expensive, with comparison to other Boolean operations. 

 
D. Confusion and diffusion 

This section includes overview of sequential and combinational logic elements and the discussion of important 

cryptographic properties like confusion and diffusion from the point of their hardware properties. 

 

E. Internal state storage 

Usually each ciphers have an internal state which is referred as cipher state and key state. If used cipher is 

block cipher, then cipher state is first initialized with the help of plain text or ciphertext and then modified using 

key, so it is also called as a key state. But if selected cipher is stream cipher, then the cipher state initialization 

requires both the initialization value and the key and then this initialized cipher state used to output the key 

stream. In case of block cipher, there are fixed number of Shannon was the first one who introduced the 

concept of confusion and diffusion in the cipher design for security. These two are attractive properties for 

security purpose. In reality, most of the block ciphers are considered as product ciphers i.e. 

They are based on subsequent operation of confusion and diffusion. In a block cipher confusion is identified 

at a substitution layer and diffusion is identified at a permutation or at a mixing layer. In reality it is much 

difficult to identifying and separating the components that results to confusion and diffusion techniques. Some 

ciphers incorporate the arithmetic operations as a diffusion and confusion technique, but this increase the power 

and area requirements significantly. The most commonly used confusion method uses s-boxes. In the s-box a 

small amount of change in the input variable of s-box results a larger change in the output variable. Then the 

diffusion layer is employed to spread the resultant output of s-box quickly throughout the entire state. In classical 

way this can be done by the use of bit permutation. This bit permutation in hardware is realized using only 

wires without involving any transistors. Thus they become a efficient component. Note that complex diffusion 

techniques are also possible like mix-column layer employed in AES. But they require large hardware cost. 

The use of s- boxes for block cipher or stream cipher results non- linearity. Usually look up table(LUT) approach 

is used to implement s-boxes in software. But this LUT design in hardware takes larger area because the mixing of 

combinatorial logic and ROM is not easy with standard design flow of hardware. If combinatorial implementation 

do not change the s- box internal structure then it leads to higher area requirements with number of input and 

output bits. If output bits of s-box are more, then it requires more Boolean equation, if input bits are more the 

Boolean equations are become more complicated. The interaction between cryptography and hardware 

implementation should be such that, it must be able to withstand the differential and linear cryptanalysis. This can 

be achieved by incorporating high non- linearity s-boxes, which itself requires high gate count. 
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3. LITERATURE    RREVIEW 

Hummingbird cryptography takes into account both security and efficiency. Hummingbird cryptography 

starts with initialization process to initialize internal state registers, after that encryption process follows iteratively. 

Figure 2 describes the initialization and encryption process. This algorithm uses 256-bit key, 16-bit block of data 

and 4 internal state register each with 16-bit wide. The aim of initialization process is to get the initial value of 

LFSR. 

Figure 3 shows the structure of block cipher used. Each block cipher uses 64-bit subkey, obtained from 256-bit 

wide key. These subkeys are used by dividing them as 4 16-bit wide round keys for each round. 

 

 
(a)   (b) 

Figure2: (a) initialization process (b) encryption process. 

 
Figure3: structure of block cipher 

 

In the paper[1] hummingbird cryptographic algorithm is developed on zero power 4-bit MARC4 

microcontroller from Atmel and they compared the results with another lightweight algorithm PRESENT. The 

results shows that hummingbird has 58% faster throughput than PRESENT ATAM893-D microcontroller at 

16khg, 500khg and 2Mhg.hummingbird can allow one block of data within 12ms with typical low power 

configuration of about 1.8v supply voltage. It shows that 4-bit microcontroller is one of the important for 

various security solution. In this, there is a need of further work for checking the hummingbird protocol for RFID 

tag and reader. 

In the paper [2] they developed an encryption only core and an encryption/decryption core on low cost 

XILINX FPGA series sparton-3 and compared with other lightweight block cipher XTEG, ICEBERG on the same. 

It is found that hummingbird has favourable area and efficiency. The results shows that there is 4 clock cycles 

needed to decrypt 16-bit message block in addition to 20 clock cycles for initialization. In this paper[3] they 
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implemented hummingbird cryptography on SMIC0.13m technology. It is ASIC implementation, they mainly 

concentrated on reducing power. The results shows that it has area of 2,225s equivalent and encrypt 16 bit data 

with 16 clock cycles plus 69 clock cycles for initialization. It consumes 1.08w for 1.2v power supply at 100KHg. 

In the paper[4] they implemented hummingbird cryptographic algorithm by coprocessor approach and 

serialized data processing principles. The work mainly reduces area, thus hardware implementation is provided 

by this work. In paper[5] they implemented lightweight remedial solution to saainen’n attack. This scheme is 

found efficient both in hardware and software due to the use of only 2 cyclic shifts, with maintaining compact design 

of hummingbird. 

In the paper[6] they developed authentication protocol for RFID systems using hummingbird-2 

cryptographic algorithm, on battery less MSP430 based wisp-tag. The results shows effective and efficient 

security to low cost passive RFID tags. In the paper[7] they considered fault attack on hummingbird 

cryptographic algorithm. The round key of 64bit found with 256 bit secret key and 80 bit internal states. They 

found the cipher can be broken after around 50 faults. The results shows that to recover the key, 248 values can 

be guessed with three 16-bit internal state register, this further increases the complicates attack to 266. 

In paper[8] they developed two approaches for cloak the RFID tags using hummingbird cryptography.    In 

paper[9] the hummingbird cryptography is used in smart devices incorporating zig-bee standard. In paper[10] they 

presented security analysis of hummingbird cryptographic algorithm by the application of shortcut attack on the 

internal 16- bit block length and 64-bit key block cipher. The results shows that hummingbird-1 has not give 

the required security. In paper[11] they developed hummingbird cryptography on sparton-2 FPGA. In this the 

encryption and decryption units are implemented separately. Among the two approaches to develop block cipher 

, i.e look up table and Boolean function approach, Boolean function approach was used, it takes  more slices 

but gives more security than look up table approach. The results shows high performance with low complexity. In 

paper[12], they developed hummingbird cryptography using LABVIEV software. 

In all of the above papers some of them tries to improve area, some of them to reduce power and some of 

them to increase the overall performance. In some paper they try to reduce the tradeoff between area, power, cost 

requirements and check the hummingbird cryptography security performance. In our design we try to further 

enhancing the performance of hummingbird cryptography and checking its protection capability by using RFID tag. 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

There are various papers discussed about hummingbird cryptographic algorithm on different platform like   

microcontroller based on ASIC, sparton-2 FPGA, sparton-3 FPGA, etc. In all of these, there is a enhanced research 

on reducing area, power requirement, & increasing speed with aim of giving better security to resource 

constrained devices like RFID, sensor nodes .In shows that further work is needed to further enhance the above 

parameter of hummingbird cryptography & its security enhancement is checked & verified using RFID tag. 
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